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Abstract: 

The work aims at developing a new stability approach used to cany out 

transient stability studies of a rnultimachine power system when the generator 

int~rnsl voltage components E' and E' d are changing with the time. Consider- 

ing the generator mechanical damping and the generator control systems ( that 

is, the vol~dge regulator and speed governor), each generator is represented by 

a 6th-order dynamic model, then the mathenlatical model of the whole system 

is derived. Applying the decomposition-aggresdion method, the system is de- 

composed by using the triple-wise decomposition. Then avector Lyapunov 

function is constructed and used for aggregating the system. An aggregation 

matrix is obtained. the stability of which implies asymptotic stability of the sy- 

stem equilibrium state. 

As an iiiustsative example, the developed stability approach is used to ca- 

1ry out transient stability studies of a i'machine, 14-bus power system assumi- 

ng a %phase short c~rcnit (with successfill reclosure) near a generator,or a load, 

bus. The faulted line is tripped out for clearing the fault. An estimate for the sy- 

stem asymptotic stability dom& is determined and used to determine directly 

the critical time for reconnectin? the isolated Ime. It is found that the proposed 
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stability approach is pow&l and may be used for stability studies of real 

power systems. 

Pmi , Pk = mechanical power, electrical power of ith machine 

Pgi , peg = variation and steady-state  ation ions of ith machine mechanical power 

6 = rotor angle, or position of the rotor q-axis from the reference 

X , X = direct-axis. quadrature-axis synchronous reactances 
Q 

X' , x - d-axis, q-axis transient reactances 
9 

EFD = exciter voltage referred to the armature circuit 

E' = voltage behind d-axis txar~sient reactance 

E' d , E' = d-axis. q-axis components of the voltage E' 

E = annature emfcorresponding to the field current 
9 

m0 * * * 
o . E,, . Eq. Ed = steady-state values of 6. E E' and E' d' respectively 

Vt , VT= terminal voltage, terminal voltage variation 

Vtqi, Vtdi= q-axis and d-axis components of the voltage Vf 
V" , V" and Vtd= steady-state values of vt, vtq and vtd. respectively 

t q 
I" , 10d= steady-state q-axis and d-axis current components 

9 
K, , T = the exciter gain and t ime constant 

= rotor speed with respect to the synchronous speed 

T ' ~ ~ .  T'~,,  = direct-axis and quadrature-axis transient open-circuit time constants 

Di . M = mechanical damping and inertia coefficient 

h = / M )= mechanical damping coefficient 

(1 / p )= time constant of fsst-order speed governor 

( a / p )= gain of furst-order speed governor 
JIM = { i1, iI+l, X }= set introduced to denote the Ith subsystem machines 



.-..a 

A j = n j  x', 

.I InWuction: 

'The digital-simulation method of determining the power system transient stab- 

ility gives very accurate results and the method can be used with any degree of mo- 

deling sophistication. However, one disadvantage of the digital-simulation method 

is that, depending on the size, complexity and modeling refinement of the system, it 

may require huge computational effort, despite the dramatic progress of computer 

perfonance in recent years [I]. Another drawback is that it does not provide at a 

glance the physical insight into the qualitative behavior of the set of differential eq- 

uations, ie. of the response for changes in system parameters. Thus sensitivity asp- 

ects of the system are not obvious and sensitivity analysis using the digital -simula- 

tion method can only be handled via tedious numerical simulation [2]. This leads 

one to look at some other direct methods of finding the transient stability. and hence 

die ctiticsl clearing time. without explicitly integrating the system dynamic equatio- 

ns. 

In the liisi three decades nmnwous efforts have been made to apply direct meth- 

ods of transient stability analysis to mutimachine power systems. However, these 

methods are potmtially irsehl both as off-line tools for piaming putposes and for 

on-line security assessment 131. 

The well-known equal-area criterion is an m r n p l z  of such a direct method of 

dete:.termkiifi~. the cireicai clearing tirue. ~ : ~ f ~ ~ ~ ~ a t e l v .  this c~ltericin a applicable to 

only a sinsle- tnachuie infinite-bus y s  tetn. 'Tile 13 msktlt- energ-fwiction method is 



one of the direct methods of determining the transient stability of a d i m a c h i n e  

power system. However, this method has some modeling limitations and for some 

cases the energy function may not even exist 141. 

The Lyapunov's direct method is another type of tht direct methods used for 

determining the transient stability analysis of a muitimachine power system. This 

method has attracted much attention and has proved to be promising tool of analysis 

for off-line and on-line studies [ 5 ] .  Tn addition, it can in principle be faster, and dso 

asses stability rrmt~ins and sensitivity concenis those ~lumerical-integration metho- 

ds are unable to tackle. 

The scalar ((fUnction) Lyapunov method was used, it1 the last three decades. to 

carry out transient stability rmdysis of multunachine power systerns. However, this 

method did not, owing to the continuous increase in the sizes and complexities of 

real power systems, seem suitable in particular when the problem ofthe system sta- 

bility domain estimate is attacked [6]. Furthermore, it is very dificult to derive a 

valid Lyapunov function for a power system when t h e  automatic voltage regulator 

(AVR) effect is corisiclered [7]. 

The Bellman's vector Lyapunov b c t i o n  method has been appeared more suit- 

able than t he  scalar furkction method for application to power systems. The vector 

h c t i o n  method allows more sophisticated mathematical tnodels of generators and 

transmission. Tn addition exact estimates of the overall system stability domain may 

Be defined 181. 

The vector function Lyapunov method was used for transient stability analysis 

of  an N-machine power system [8-161, considering the generator classical model 

{ie. t h e  voltage E' is constant). 

The transient stability anatysis of s multimachine power system was carried out in 

[IT] cutisiderinp th onr-axis model fix.. the voltage comyonznt E' q changes 

with tirnei. and the two-axis rriodel (ix.. both tllz two voltages E'q and E' d changr: 

with time) was cotvkkxed itl[13]. A 10-rriachitie, 11-bus power system was used, 

in each of the two papers. as an illustrative numerical example. 

In the present work, an N-machine power i y t m  is considered and the two-axis 

m d e l  represents each machk. T h g  ititci consideration the generator mechanicnl 

damping, the automatic voltxc reylator (AVK) st'tect and the speed governor ~ c t -  

ion, the system trmizat stability walysi~ is pet fi)irrisd using a iietv decor~~positiotl 



-aggregation approach. A sixth-order dynamic model represents each machine. The 

whole system mathematical model is decomposed mto (N-1)12,17th-order interco- 

nnected subsystems. An aggregation matrix of the order (N-1)R is obtained, stab- 

ility of this matrix implies asymptotic stability of the system equilibrium. In a 

numerical example, a power system, consisting of 7 machines and 14 bus, is 

considered The system transient stability studies for a 3-phase short circuit fault are 

carried out usmg the developed stability approach. Three case studies are presented. 

2 Power svstem made!: 

Let us consider an N-machine power system (the transfer conductances are inc- 

luded) with mechanical dam ping, and assume that each machine is represented by 

the two-axis model [19]. Considering the speed governor action [IS], and the 

automatic voltage regulator (AVR) effect 120 1, the absolute motion of each 

machine is described by the following five nonlinear differential equations 

(the machine stator resistance is neglected): 

wherc Pei is given, under the assumption XVd = X' as, 

h eqn.1, the terminal voltage variation VTi may be given, for simplicity, in the 
form [19], 

where, 

V T q i = ( ~ '  41 - f i  q 1 .  ) + ( I d i  - I ' ~ ~ ) X ' ~ ;  

,i=1,2 ,......., N (4) 

Now, let the f~llowing (6N-1) state variables to be introduced (the Nth- machine 

is chosen as a comparisoii rnarhine), 



Then. the whole system motion can be derived in the form (see Notation). 

The first step in the system decomposition is performed by determining the sys- 

tm Nth-order reduced admittance matrix Y, where the systcm loads are represent- 

ed by constant shunt inqedances, and the system buses are eliminated, retaining 

only the generator internal nodes. Then, using the triple-wise decomposition [13,14, 

161, the system is decomposed into (N-lji2 interconnected subsyst.ems. each has a 

state vector X : in the form: 

Finally, the system mathematical model (eqn.6) is decomposed into S - (N--1) / 2, 

l?th-order interconnected subsystems, each ofthem can be written in ttie yneral 

fom 



they satisQ the Lure's sector conditions, and hl is an interconnection (vector) 
matrix. 
Now, defining each h e  (disconnected) subsystem as, 

which satisfl the conditions: 

where &Ik E ( 0 ,I Ik) and Ik is positive number and may be determined as, 

Referring to eqns.6-8, the following matrices are defined (see Notation): 



Using eqns.13-16, the fkee subsystem of eqn9, is completely defmed, and hence 
the interconnection matrix lq (X) is obtained as, 



In eqns.13,15 and 17, the following constants and functions are defmed: 



Following the aggregation procedure in ref 1211, we construct an aggregation 

(square) matrix, A = [a 1, whose elements ( real numbers ) obey the inequality 

3 ........... O 1 ( X ,  ) 5 z all IIXII\IIXJJJ  J = I J  S (19) 
J =  1 

where V I ( X I) is a fiee subsystem Lyapunov function, and 11 X 11 is chosen to be 

a comparison firnction. 
In this work, a Lyapunov fimction m the following form 18- 10,13-181, is adopted 

for each h e  subsystem: 

m = 1  

where, HI is P 17th-order symmetric positive-&f& matrix, the fimctionsdm are 

given by eqn. 10, and yI, are arbitraty positive numbers. 
Now, as a first step for determining the system aggregation matrix, we compute 

v along the motion of the mterconnected subsystem of eqn.8. Then, using r n m -  
ber of introduced majorizations, the lei?-hand side of inequality 19 is completely 

majorized Finally, the matrix elements €It IK are obtained and defmed as, 

-A*, , K = I  



* 
In eqn.21, h is the minimal (positive) eigenvaiue of the 18th-order symmetric mat+ 

rix R I ,whose elements are given by eqn. (A-1), and Z is defmed by eqn. (A-2). 

It should be noted that, stability of the obtained aggregation matrix A, implies asy- 

mptotic stability of the system equilibrium [21]. 

The 7-machine, 14-bus power system shown in Fig.1, is considered, in this exa- 

mple, as a simple power system for m application of the developed stability apprqa- 

ch. The lint step of the stability computations is performed by detmnining the gist- 

em reduced 7th-order (symmetric) matrix Y, whose elements are given m Table 1 

(see Appendix). Then, the system is decomposed (machke 7 is selected as the com- 

parison machine) into three "3-machine" mterconnected subsystems, and the follo- 

wing parameters are chosen (note that, the elements of the matrix H are chosen so * 
that a lngest value of the oigenvaluc h is obtained): 

k k k  t k k 
h ,,= h 24=h 33 = h =1.0 ; h tilj = h 7 3  = 300 k =  1,2 ,3 

Finally, the system aggregation matrix is computed, by using expression 20, as 

--0.513134 0.245680 0.292960 
0.400640 -1.026870 0.453568 
9.412400 0.382240 -0.742801 1 

which satisfies the Hick's conditions[21], and is thus a stable matrix . This implies 

thc ssymptotic stability of the system equilibrium. Finally. refening to the Append- 

ix ef ref. [14], we determine thr system asymptotic stability domain estimate E 

w!~rrz V, . V, m d  \ir, are the free subsystem Lyapunov functions, given by eqn.20. 





Now, the developed stability approach is used to determine directly the critical 

reclosing time for a 3-phase short circuit fault (with successful reclosure ) in three 

case studies as follows: 

1 -- The fault is occurred close to generator bus 2 (at 2 ?4 length of the line conne- 

cting buses 2 and 7). For isohtior the fault. the three lines 2-7.2-10 and 2-14 me 

opened simultaneously using 6-cycle C.B. In addition, due to operation of the und- 

er-voltage relay. the load connected to bus 2 is ais o removed using 6- cycle C.B. 

Referring to eqn.22. it is tound that the critical time for reclosing the open lines 

with reconnecting the removed load is equal to 0.162 sec (measured from the fault 

mstant). Note that, usinp the standard skp-by-step method. the exact critical reeio- 

sin2 time is equal to 0.189 sec. Figs. 2-1, through 2-5. show variations of the firct 

subsystem (includir~g ~nachines 1,2 and 7) states just after reconnecting the removed 

load and open lines. 

2 - It is assumed in this case that the fault is occurred at a point near bus 3 and 

far a distance 2 ?.h length of the linz connecting buses 3 and 8. After clap.-sing 0.16 

see. the fault is cleared by tripping out the lines 3-8 and 3-14 simultaneously. In 

addition, the load connected to bus 3 is removedusing 10-cycle C.B. It is found, 

referring to cqn.22. that thz open two lines with the removed load should be recon- 

nected after 0.245; sec (the exact time equals 0.295 see) fi-om the fault instant. Figs. 

3-1 through 3-3, show variations of the second subsystem ( including machines 3 ,4  

and 7) states just after reclosing the opzn lines with reconnectinp the removed load. 

3 -- ln thh case the fmdt is occurred new load bus 12 (at 5 O h  lengh sf  the line 

connecting buses 12 and 14). Using 10-cycle C.B. the faulted line is isolated, and 

atter elapsiny ii.l.0 sec from the isolation instant a pulsating load, which may sim- 

date a load comprising largc motors of 3 rolling mill, of the power (1.2Wj0.50) is 

added to the la ad of bus 6. It is found that (eqn.22 is satisfied), the added load can 

be kept connected with opening the faulted line until a time of 0.345 sec (the exact 

time equals 0.410 sccf is chpstd h m  the fault instant. Figs.4- l through 4 .3 ,  show 

variations a t  the third subsysten~ (including mact~ir~es 5. 6 arid '7) states just after 

rzclosinz the open line with removing the added load. 

T.t is to be noted that, variations of the states of machine "7" for thr: considered three 

fault cases are very small md hence t h q  are not shown in Figs 2. 3 and 4. It is also 

noted that the computed critical times arc nearly equal (about 85 ?$I the cxact times 

computed by using ihc" standard step-by-step rncthod. 



~g.ca-iwzlriallons of1~#r ant 
subsystem states X, and X2 













A new transient stability approach is developed, in the paper, and the following 

conclusions are drawn: 

1-For transient stability studies of real power systems, the developed stability ap- 

proach is more suitable than the stability approaches developed so far [9-181. Note 

that, in the developed approach changes of the generator internal voltage compone- 

nts E; and ~h an considered. In addition, the automatic voltage regulator (AVB) 

effect and the speed governor action are taken into consideration. 

2- Using the developed approach (the transfer conductances are taken into consi- 

deration), resistance of the system lines can be considered and the system network 

can be simplified by eliminatmg non-generator nodes. 

3- For a real power system (the number of generators is, in general, much less 

than the number of buses), computations of the developed aggregationmatrix and 

its stability conditions are simple. Note that, order ofthe developed agpgation 

matrix depends only on number of the system machines. 

4- The dewloped appr~ach is powerful md it may be simply used to cany out 

practical stability studies of multimchine power systems. 

5- The developed approach can open new horizons to sensitivity analysis probl- 

em of power systems. Note that the generator parameters as well as the voltage reg- 

ulator and speed governor parameters are considered. 
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Tn etpls.(A-1) and (A - 2), the following constants are defmed, 
I I 

a1=h,, /hfi ,  > a l z h  J~/M~I+I 






